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Once the under-appreciated cousins of major universities, this group of esteemed
schools has stepped to the forefront of academia through innovative programming
and research considered key to Canada’s future. What can we learn from them? Plenty.

Colleges & Institutes
Thought leaders say government must rethink school funding model in order to address skills crisis

I

t’s an economic problem requiring an immediate, national
response on par with building Canada’s transcontinental
railway.
Canada is experiencing a
skilled labour shortage – and its
economy is in danger.
“We are on the precipice of a
demographic deficit of enormous
proportions. The first baby boomer has just turned 65,” says James
Knight, president and CEO of the
Association of Canadian Community Colleges (ACCC). “We can
expect a very large exodus from
the employment market.”
He believes Canada’s colleges
and institutes will play a critical role in preserving Canada’s
economic well-being.
“We worked with the private
sector to create the Employers
Coalition for Advanced Skills –
those who foresee shortages for
their industries – and we had
more than 20 different employer

groups in the room,” says Mr.
Knight, adding that there are
two sectors whose skilled labour
shortages currently predominate
– information technology and
health care.
“The technological sophistication of everything we do is
increasing dramatically. There is
much more embedded technology today than two years ago,
and every year there is more and
more. With this being the case,
we need people with higher skill
levels.”
Paul Swinwood, president of
the Information and Communications Technology Council, says
one of the challenges colleges
have is in meeting the demand
from industry for the absolute
newest and latest skills. “If a
course is five years old, that is
ancient in the IT sector,” he says.
“Colleges are doing a very,
very good job – within their
funding constraints – of turning

out the people that can do the
support and implementation of
information technology systems.”
As a result, Mr. Swinwood says
many university graduates actually return to study IT in college
in order to gain employable skills.
He says e-health is an upand-coming employment arena.
“ICTC’s recent e-health study
shows a demand growth from
9,000 people in 2009 to 32,000 by
2014. Most of this will have to be
delivered by colleges.”
Pamela Fralick, president and
CEO of the Canadian Healthcare
Association (CHA), says Canada’s
shortage of health care professionals is a major concern.
ACCC is working with CHA
and Health Canada to increase
the number of people in such
health professions as radiology
technicians, paramedics, physiotherapists and sonographers.
Mr. Knight says there are 40plus health occupations experi-

encing a shortage, most of which
come from college programs.
Ms. Fralick is on ACCC’s Employers’ Coalition for Advanced
Skills. She spoke to the federal
government during its pre-budget
consultations on behalf of community colleges and technical institutions to call for more support.
“Governments and healthsystem stakeholders really do
need to work to build the capacity
to adequately anticipate and accommodate changes in the health
system,” she told the House of
Commons. “But the skilled labour
shortage is not limited to the
health sector. Indeed, in almost
every sector of the economy,
skilled worker shortages are
beginning to have a significant
impact on the competitiveness
and productivity of the Canadian
economy. From manufacturing to
construction, forestry to mining,
aerospace to hospitality, skilled
workers are the lifeblood of these

sectors and integral to our future
economic successes.”
The Employers’ Coalition for
Advanced Skills put forward the
following solution: better federal
support of colleges through a
more equitable university-college
funding apportionment formula
and an increase in the federal funding of applied research,
product development and commercialization efforts at Canada’s
colleges and institutes.
Other areas where skilled
labour is short include trucking,
construction, tourism, mining,
supply chain and apparel, according to Alliance of Sector Councils.
“Currently 70 per cent of new
jobs require a post-secondary
credential of some sort,” says Mr.
Knight. “That is going to increase
to 80 per cent within a generation. We have to recognize that
we have a problem and increase
college enrolments even further
than we already have.”

online? Visit www.accc.ca for more information.
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ACTION ON INEQUALITY

Canadians get the employment boost they need

C

anadian colleges are revving up the economy and
promoting equality by
providing Canadians who have
unique employment challenges
with the skills they need to realize
their potential.
Aboriginal Canadians have
long been underrepresented in
Canadian educational institutions,
says Myrna Yuzicapi, special ad-

visor on Aboriginal issues for the
Saskatchewan Institute of Applied
Science and Technology (SIAST)
in Saskatoon.
“We’re increasing their participation and success rate by
enhancing the support services
we offer.”
In addition to on-campus
Aboriginal student centres and
reserved spots in courses for Ab-

original students, SIAST is now
planning greater assistance with
admissions procedures as well as
more summer transition programs
designed to prepare Aboriginal
students for urban living and the
pressure-filled, post-secondary
environment.
SIAST now has nearly 3,000
Aboriginal students, the second
highest count in the country after

Northwest Community College
in B.C.
As well, Canadians with mental
and physical disabilities confront
enormous barriers when it comes
to acquiring work-related skills
and finding employment. Bow
Valley College in Calgary is tackling the problem by removing the
obstacles in a way that benefits
everyone, says Anna Kae Todd,

vice-president of learning at Bow
Valley.
“Our approach is to focus on
diversity and variability rather
than disability,” she says. “We are
promoting universal access and
the development of an inclusive
environment.”
Support services range from
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Canada’s colleges partner with
industry on key innovations
C
anada’s colleges are helping drive innovation and
economic prosperity by
participating in industry-driven,
product development programs
and applied research projects.
“Students need to be innovation-ready when they graduate,
and these partnerships give them
an opportunity to get experience
while working on real-world
problems,” says Trish Dryden, associate vice-president of applied
research and corporate planning
at Centennial College in Toronto.
“It’s a very exciting and engaging way to learn the kinds of

skills that make them workforceready.”
Recently, Centennial worked
with Spongelab Interactive to
improve products and processes
related to immersive educational
gaming applications. As well,
two students from the computer
science department helped the
Ontario Institute for Cancer Research develop a human genome
application for the iPhone.
The Northern Alberta Institute
of Technology (NAIT) has as
many as 20 partnerships on the
go at any given time, says Stuart
Cullum, executive director of

novaNAIT, the school’s applied
research and enterprise development centre.
“Not only does participating in
these projects enhance students’
educational experience,” he says,
“some are graduating directly
into jobs with the companies they
worked with, and others are using
their experiences for their own
startups.”
He’s particularly excited about
a boreal reclamation program the
school has launched with Shell
Canada that includes students
from two separate disciplines –
Forest Technology and Digital

Media and Information Technology. They are working together
to develop “prescription-based”
outcomes for reclaiming conventional well sites and sensitive
wetland sites, and re-vegetating
roads and pipelines.
The multidisciplinary approach
is also a priority when it comes
to project selection at George
Brown College in Toronto, says
Robert Luke, assistant vice-president of research and innovation.
For example, when Mill Pond
Cannery and Preserves asked
George Brown’s Chef School to
help update an old fruit butter

recipe by incorporating organic
products from Ontario, the chefs
cooked up the new product,
design students came up with a
new label and business students
developed a new marketing
program.
Ultimately, says Dr. Luke,
these kinds of symbiotic relationships serve the economy by
producing future innovators as
well as potential revenue streams
for the college. At George Brown,
for example, industry participants
are asked to repay government
grant allocations if products are
successful.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE ACCC 1

Skilled labour shortage filled by Aboriginals, people with disabilities, immigrants
giving students extra time to complete exams and assignments to
providing note takers, reading assistance, sign language interpreters, extra tutoring and specialized
counselling services.
All Bow Valley career programs have a work practicum
attached to them, she says, giving
students a chance to impress
employers with their skills and
enthusiasm.
“The employers turn out to be
real advocates, and very often
hire the individuals, because they

see the extra effort they are making to prove themselves,” says
Ms. Todd.
“Now that the services exist, more and more people with
increasingly complex disabilities
are coming forward.”
Bow Valley and other Canadian colleges are also focused
on promoting post-secondary
education and job training among
Canada’s immigrant population.
Each year, tens of thousands
of immigrants arrive in Canada.
Some come with advanced

skills and educations, others are
barely literate – almost all have
something to offer if given the
opportunity and skills to participate. Colleges are helping these
new Canadians transition into the
Canadian economy by offering
integrated “bridging” programs
for both educated immigrants and
those with limited language and
work skills.
“We have various levels and
streams so they can get into the
workplace as quickly as possible,
and we’re not talking about just

getting them into cleaning jobs,”
says Ms. Todd.
Intercultural communication skills, resumé assistance,
career-oriented study groups and
occupation-related vocabulary
training sessions are all services
today’s colleges are offering. Immigrants with degrees from other
countries are also getting accreditation assistance so they can use
their valuable skills here.
In Montreal, immigrants face a
particularly unique challenge in
that many jobs require proficien-

cy in both official languages, says
Sylvie Thériault, coordinator of
the Multicultural Education Center at Montreal’s Marie-Victorin
College. As a result, the school
offers programs for immigrants
in international trade, accounting and management as well as
computer and office skills in both
English and French.
“It’s important for colleges to
assist people in getting jobs, and
also providing them with the
skills they need to keep those
jobs,” says Ms. Thériault.

This report was produced by RandallAnthony Communications Inc. (www.randallanthony.com) in conjunction with the advertising department of The Globe and Mail. Richard Deacon, National Business Development Manager, rdeacon@globeandmail.com.

The Learning Exchange
Officially opened in January 2011, the first in a series of projects to renew
Mohawk’s largest and oldest campus.
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IdeaWorks applied research and innovation work space and prototyping lab
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Colleges are key to Canada’s
competitive advantage
By James Knight
President and CEO,
Association of Canadian
Community Colleges

P

resident Barack Obama’s
recent challenge to
Americans to “out-educate
and out-innovate” the rest of
the world is a clarion call for
Canada.
Our policy-makers have emphasized the knowledge economy
and the need to increase the participation rates in post-secondary
education. By some measures,
we are doing well. But a demographic deficit of vast proportions
will hit Canada particularly hard
as baby boomers begin to retire.
The first boomers turn 65 this
year. Millions more will reach the
normal age of retirement over the
next few years.
In Canada now, 44 per cent of
the population does not participate in the workforce, a figure
that will increase to 60 per cent as
our population ages. We will be
short 1.5 million skilled persons
by 2021 and are moving inexorably from an excess of human
capital to an acute shortage.

Some communities already face
the dilemma of people without
jobs and jobs without people.
They have both high unemployment and jobs left empty: Why?
Because the jobs require high skill
levels.
Seventy per cent of new positions in Canada now require a
post-secondary credential, be it a
certificate, a diploma or a degree.
Advanced skills are in demand
in all sectors with health care,
transportation, construction and
resource industries experiencing
shortages that compromise capacity and growth.
Mitigating our demographic
and skill deficits will require a
broad range of strategies.
Immigration has been viewed
by some as the magic bullet, and
if we are to prevent population
decline, it is essential. But most
immigrants fare poorly in our
economy, and their numbers fall
far short of our requirements.
Immigration alone cannot supply

the quantity of skilled people
necessary to sustain economic
growth.
The only strategy that will
make a difference on the scale
required is to increase the participation rates in post-secondary
education, especially among
groups that have fallen behind:
Aboriginal learners, the disabled,
the socially disadvantaged,
disaffected young men and poor
immigrants.
Canada’s 150 colleges and institutes excel at providing accessible, cost-effective, post-secondary
education matching the needs of
employers. If academic credentials fall short of requirements,
they will supply the remedial
measures required. They bring
out the best in Aboriginal learners
who are now over-achievers in
many institutions. They provide
the language and entrepreneurial
training for immigrant families.
They update courses regularly in
consultation with local industries.
Typically, they place in excess
of 90 per cent of students into
employment within six months of
graduation. Using faculty and student talent, they supply applied
research and innovation services

to small and medium enterprises,
creating jobs and increasing
productivity.
Canada’s economic advantage
coming out of the recession will
disappear if we do not increase
the proportion of Canadians with
post-secondary education and
applied research skills.
The Association of Canadian

Community Colleges has called
for a national dialogue with
provincial, territorial and federal
leaders, educational institutions,
the private sector, students and
civil society to develop a collaborative strategy to increase
participation in post-secondary
education. It’s a pan-Canadian
priority we can’t afford to ignore.

Post-secondary education is a pan-Canadian priority that we
can’t aﬀord to ignore. It’s the answer to mitigating the current
demographic and skills deﬁcit we face. PHOTO: ISTOCKPHOTO.COM

Canada’s 150 colleges and institutes excel at providing accessible, cost-effective, postsecondary education matching the needs of employers. If academic credentials fall short of
requirements, they will supply the remedial measures required.”

“

Learn more.
Earn more.*
Do more.

It’s your life; live it better.
Bow Valley College offers more than 55 certiﬁcate and diploma
programs in Business, Administration, Health Care, Justice & Human
Services, Academic Upgrading, ESL, and Continuing Education.

Start in May, Sept. or Jan. Call today!

bowvalleycollege.ca
1-866-428-2669
*On average BVC grads earn an extra $2,700 per year in salary for every year they studied at BVC. (CCBeneﬁts Study)
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Seneca students and faculty aim to
revolutionize the web
N
o college-industry partnership could be more fruitful than the long-standing
one between Seneca College and
Mozilla Corporation.
Seneca students have been involved in web-based projects to
help evolve Mozilla since 2004.
And the latest technology is a
real eye-popper.
Seneca students and faculty
have played an integral part in
the development of a web-based
technology that has “built a
bridge between the open web
and the world of electronic art
and design,” according to Mark
Surman, executive director of the
Mozilla Foundation.
The technology, Processing.js
1.0, is based on a pre-existing
programming language originally created to allow graphical content to be displayed on
computers.
“It mimics an artist’s canvas,

Seneca College graduate Anna Sobiepanek helped write Processing.js – a program that enables highly visual, advanced and interactive web-based graphics applications. PHOTO: SUPPLIED

allowing you to do on the web
what an artist can do on their
canvas. This includes 3D as
well,” says Anna Sobiepanek, a
graduate of Seneca’s Bachelor of
Software Development and currently a research assistant with
the college.
Dave Humphrey, a professor with Seneca’s School of
Computer Studies, says Mozilla
employee John Resig started the
project as an experiment that
ended up set aside until Seneca’s
team took it on.
“It wouldn’t have been done
if it weren’t for student involvement. It needed to have a lot of
people engaged,” he says.
Chair of Computer Studies
at Seneca, Evan Weaver, says,
“You can take a Processing.js
sketch and drag the code into
the code for a web page so the
sketch appears on the web page.
When they brought the Process-

ing language into JavaScript,
they enhanced it so you can do
more than just view Processing
sketches. You can have graphics
that interact with other parts of
the web page.”
Prior to now, Mr. Weaver says
in order to do this it was necessary to extend the web with
Flash Player, which doesn’t work
on Apple’s mobile technologies.
Processing.js now makes these
interactive graphics accessible on
the iPad and iPhone.
Ms. Sobiepanek says uses of
this technology range from visualizing data sets to online games
and visual search engines.
“When we first started...
we thought it would be fun to
actually see the program once
you’ve developed it rather than
just write it as an assignment,”
she says, noting her surprise
at the international interest
Processing.js has attracted.

You can take a Processing.js sketch and drag the code into the code for a web page so the sketch
appears on the web page. When they brought the Processing language into JavaScript, they
enhanced it so you can do more than just view Processing sketches.” Evan Weaver, Chair of Computer Studies, Seneca College

“

GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP, EQUITY AND DIVERSITY

Centennial College preparing students for
life in a diverse community

I

ntegral to everything that takes
place at Centennial College is
its Signature Learning Experience (SLE) a college-based initiative that resulted from college

President Ann Buller’s President’s
Task Force on Learning in 2004.
“The task force quickly realized that the community here is
very ethno-culturally diverse and

highly multilingual,” says Vicki
Bismilla, vice-president academic
and chief learning officer at Centennial. “And so the cornerstones
of our SLE are global citizenship,

Post-grad

OPEN
24, 2011
6:00-7:30 P.M.
HOUSE! Feb.
Register online today!

APPLY
KNOWLEDGE
CREATIVELY
& SHINE BRIGHTER
Get a head start in the fast-changing
and competitive job market.
Learn to combine solid skills with
technology and creativity to help you
stand out in your career.
Our programs include bachelor’s degrees,
diplomas, certificates, apprenticeships,
post-graduate programs and continuing
education.

sheridancollege.ca
BRAMPTON · OAKVILLE · MISSISSAUGA—NEW CAMPUS OPENS 2011

equity and inclusion.”
These themes are central to
Centennial’s culture, hiring practices and course material.
“We decided that every
student at Centennial would
graduate with a compulsory
social justice course – it is called
Global Citizenship: From Social
Analysis to Social Justice,” says
Dr. Bismilla.
As well, students create a
portfolio through which they
chronicle the equity competencies they develop throughout
their time at Centennial.
These equity competencies –
valuing diversity and difference
and embracing and promoting equity and inclusion – are
embedded in every program’s
specific learning outcomes.
Equity training for all Centennial staff members, ranging from
support staff to teachers, also
takes place to ensure that equity,
diversity and inclusion are at the
forefront of all that takes place
on campus.
“We’ve had 10,000 students
go through the mandatory social
justice course, and have strong
anecdotal information on how it

has transformed their lives,” says
Dr. Bismilla.
One student, Imran Hasan,
who participated in the SLE pilot
in 2007, says, “There is often a
misconception among students
that general education courses,
such as the new Global Citizenship course, have no real value
when it comes to the workforce.
The reality is that the SLE not
only helped me understand the
world in a way I never could before, but also fostered the necessary human skills that employers
are constantly looking for.”
Other initiatives at Centennial include hiring practices that
result in a staff that better reflects
this college’s diverse community.
“We needed a staff that better
reflected our community by hiring on merit, but also from four
target groups: Aboriginal, visible
minority, women in underrepresented trades and people with
disabilities,” says Dr. Bismilla.
“In the 2009 academic year, of
the 30 teaching positions we
filled, 28 were diversity hires.
Global citizenship, equity and
inclusion permeate everything
that we do.”

EMPLOYMENT WITHIN SIX MONTHS

St. Lawrence students
lead the province in finding
jobs

W

ith 89.3 per cent of
grads finding a job
within six months and
94.9 per cent of employers satisfied with the educational preparation, St. Lawrence College (SLC)
is number one in Ontario in both
areas.
Located along the St. Lawrence
River, SLC has three campuses
in Brockville, Cornwall and
Kingston, boasting 6,500 full-time
students from Canada and over
40 other countries.
With 80-plus programs, the
college stays ahead in graduate
employment rates by watching
the market and creating the pro-

grams employers want.
“For example, if you believe
that peak oil is happening and
climate change is a problem, then
you realize we need to get moving on renewable energy. You
can’t do that if you don’t have
a trained workforce,” says Don
Young, dean of the Faulty of Applied Science at SLC. “We are the
leading college in the country in
renewable energy programming.”
New renewable programs
include: Wind Turbine Technician, Energy Systems Engineering Technician and Technology,
and Geothermal Engineering
Technician.
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Mohawk College’s iDeaWORKS creates
“future-ready”graduates
B
uilding on the successful
formula that has made
it a leader in health
informatics, Hamilton-based
Mohawk College is launching
iDeaWORKS – a broad, applied
research and education initiative
designed to produce “futureready” graduates.
IDeaWORKS adds new
elements to Mohawk’s applied
research program; the “iDea”
acronym stands for innovation,
design thinking (as an innovation
driver), entrepreneurship and
applied research. The initiative
also means new courses, curricula
and projects for students across a
number of programs.
By integrating innovation and
entrepreneurship with applied
research, the college is responding to evolving needs in the
labour market, according to Ted
Scott, chief innovation officer at
Mohawk.
“These three streams are highly
sought-after by our partners in
both business and government,”

he says. “Employers are looking for future-ready graduates
who have not only knowledge of
leading-edge technologies, but
also the skills to innovate and to
be entrepreneurial.”
Mohawk’s research in electronic health records and other
e-health solutions has clearly
demonstrated the value of working with public- and private-sector
partners to develop new products
and services – while educating
students to take on the real-world
jobs emerging from these innovations.
In the fall of 2010, Canada
Health Infoway recognized
Mohawk with a team peer award
for outstanding achievements
in the advancement of health
information standards – in support of an eventual pan-Canadian
health records database. And the
Natural Sciences and Engineering
Research Council (NSERC) has
granted $2.3 million to the college
to advance technology transfer
and train highly qualified people

CAMOSUN COLLEGE

From early literacy to
bachelor degrees

for the growing health informatics
sector.
IDeaWORKS will come into
play at Mohawk’s Apps for
Health conference this May, says
Duane Bender, a professor in
software engineering technology
and the college’s lead researcher
in e-health and m-health (mobile
health applications). “All the key
players in e-health will attend
– doctors, nurses and administrators, software and systems designers, policy-makers and entrepreneurs, along with our students
and faculty,” Mr. Bender explains.
“Our partner health organizations
are going to issue challenges, and
teams will present ideas and solutions at the conference. This event
will produce practical results to
benefit society, while providing
a top learning experience for our
students.”
Mohawk is focusing the innovation pillar of its iDeaWORKS
initiative in the area of service
innovation – another decision
arising from the realities of the
economy and the labour market.
“We are a service economy in
Canada, with over 70 per cent of
our GDP coming from service

providers,” says Pamela Hensley,
director of research and innovation at Mohawk. “We believe it
makes sense to innovate where
the greatest gains can be made.
So, building on the model of
our applied research centre, we
are establishing a project-based
centre that will promote handson learning and teach students
innovation skills for the service
sector.”

The college is piloting serviceinnovation projects in collaboration with the Hospital for Sick
Children in Toronto, the McMaster Children’s Hospital in Hamilton and the Juvenile Diabetes
Research Foundation, adds Ms.
Hensley. “Our students are working with these organizations to
engage children to take on more
responsibility for their own health
as they move into adolescence.”

Mohawk College’s Learning Exchange is a place for students to
work collaboratively on projects, congregate between classes or
catch up on their studies. The new facility, which opened in January,
is home to iDeaWorks as well as the Cummings Library and
Collaboratory, five classrooms and a media lounge. PHOTO: SUPPLIED

Colleges oﬀer the complete range of education – everything from
English as a Second Language (ESL) and early literacy to bachelor
degrees.
At Victoria’s Camosun College, 38 per cent of students are enrolled
in some form of program to upgrade their academic skills. Oﬀerings
range from fundamental English, math, computer studies and high
school diplomas, to more advanced upgrading courses that facilitate
access to a career, through college or university programs.
Students can also pursue one of Camosun’s bachelor degrees,
which are oﬀered in Business Administration, Sport and Fitness Leadership, and Athletic and Exercise Therapy.

ABDULAHAD ANSARI
REALWORLD APPLICATION

Applied education by
design at Humber College

S

tudents at Humber College
have been charged with a
special task – to help small
and medium-sized enterprises
solve their business challenges.
Through an admirable Ontario
Ministry of Research and Innovation program – Colleges Ontario
Network for Industry Innovation
(CONII) – James Watzke, dean
of research at Humber, says students have their hands in many
industry-related experiences.
“These work-integrated learning projects come in all sorts of
flavours ranging from manufacturers who need to improve castors to making new, expandable
drums for musical instruments,”
says Dr. Watzke.
Recently, student Hania Arafat,
currently completing her fourth
year of a Bachelor of Interior
Design, was identified as the right
student to help Great Lakes Brewery with a facility renovation.
The craft brewer approached
Humber looking for a student

who could redesign its storefront
and merchandise space at the
entrance to its plant – a former
Faberge Canada Ltd. perfume
factory.
“I was approached by one of
my professors to do 3D renderings of the project and help with
the design process,” says Ms.
Arafat. “Rather than just doing a
regular project for school, I was
more engaged; working with a
real client, on real projects, with a
real professional in the industry –
my professor.”
And Great Lakes Brewery was
pleased with the results. Not only
does the company look forward
to implementing Humber’s suggestions, the design for the storefront and entrance has influenced
the vision for the entire renovation plan.
“When you put all three at the
table – the professor, the student
and the client – it is a very powerful learning model,” says Dr.
Watzke.

Financial Services
Management degree graduate
>Personal Banker, CIBC
>MBA student at McMaster’s
DeGroote School of Business

DEGREES OF SUCCESS
In 2002, the provincial government granted
Ontario colleges the ability to offer
bachelor’s degrees. Seneca was the ﬁrst

component, ensuring students get paid
experience in their chosen ﬁeld before
they graduate.”

college in Ontario to offer a degree when it
launched the Bachelor of Applied Business
— Financial Services Management program.

Developed in collaboration with, and
approved by the Ministry of Training,
Colleges and Universities, Seneca
degrees now include Child Development,
Financial Services Management, Flight
Program, Human Resources Strategy
and Technology, Informatics and
Security, International Accounting and
Finance, Software Development, and
Therapeutic Recreation.

Seneca’s degree programs also provide
students with opportunities for applied
learning and research. Seneca has been
awarded two grants each worth $2.3
million from the Natural Sciences and
Engineering Research Council of Canada
for groundbreaking aviation and open
source research.
In addition, Seneca also offers collaborative,
articulated and/or joint degrees that include
Nursing with York University; Liberal Arts
with University of Toronto, York University
and Trent University; and Broadcasting —

Anetta Jewell (left), owner of Great Lakes Brewery, and Humber
Interior Design student Hania Arafat (right) show the new design
concept for the brewery’s storefront, created by Ms. Arafat and a
Humber professor. PHOTO: SUPPLIED

These degrees respond to demonstrated
demand from employers, and prepare
graduates to be career-ready.

Radio, Broadcasting — Television, Creative

“Seneca’s degree programs combine
the targeted, practical strengths of a
college education with the theoretical
foundations of traditional four-year
bachelor’s degrees,” said Seneca
College President David Agnew. “All of
Seneca’s degrees also include a co-op

Seneca’s reputation is built on the
relevance of its programs, the industry
experience of its superb faculty, the
dedication of its staff and the capabilities
of its graduates. For more information
on Seneca College degrees, visit
www.senecacollege.ca/degrees

Advertising, Journalism — Broadcast, all
with York University.
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Going green at NAIT with
renewable energy programming
A
operations,” says Bill Dushenko,
dean of NAIT’s School of Sustainable Building and Environmental
Management.
“This will drive our sustainable
economic growth as the energy
province.”
The program was developed
in consultation with industry,
and will cover solar, thermal,
geothermal and wind energy,
micro-hydro systems, fuel cells,
biofuel production and carbon
capture technology. Interest in the
program has been high.
Dr. Dushenko says students will
be able to contribute to the design

s the renewable energy
sector grows stronger, the
Northern Alberta Institute
of Technology (NAIT) is doing
its part to provide the skilled
technologists needed to serve
the sector. Its new two-year
diploma in Alternative Energy
Technology will launch with its
first 24 students in September
2011.
“The alternative energy sector
really is an emerging area, and so
we are trying to provide graduates with a solid technical knowledge of those areas and how they
can integrate and optimize these

and work with installers on the
set-up of renewable energy equipment and infrastructure, gaining
the skills necessary to evaluate
systems for efficiency and cost effectiveness, adhere to regulations
and codes, and manage projects.
The program is launching in
conjunction with the completion of a new facility – the NAIT
Centre for Sustainable Energy
Technology.
“Currently under construction,
the centre will be opening in the
fall, with state-of-the-art classroom and lab facilities,” says Dr.
Dushenko.

The centre will also provide
space for collaborative research
with industry and universities,
will provide new opportunities
for students to study leading-edge
renewable technology, and the alternative energy it produces may
eventually be used to meet some
of the power needs of NAIT’s
main campus.
Funded jointly by the federal
government’s Knowledge Infrastructure Program and a provincial matching grant, investment
in NAIT’s Centre for Sustainable
Energy Technology totalled
$5.2 million.

CANADA’S FIRST MUSIC THEATRE DEGREE

Students at Sheridan College act out

H

country,” says Michael Rubinoff,
associate dean of performing arts,
in the Faculty of Animation, Arts
and Design.
The four-year program will
provide students with more opportunities for study and scholarly
research in the area of musical
theatre, and for expanded performance work, says Mr. Rubinoff.
“One of the highlights of the new
program is the senior year ‘capstone project,’ in which students
will be responsible for production
of a musical work. We believe
this will be an incubator for new
Canadian musicals, not only in
the performance end, but also in

ome to one of the bestknown musical theatre
schools in Canada, Sheridan College in Oakville, Ontario, has been graduating highly
sought-after performers for more
than 30 years. Now, Sheridan’s
three-year diploma program is
expanding, with this fall’s rollout
of a four-year degree program –
the new Bachelor of Applied Arts
(Music Theatre Performance).
“This is the only music theatre
performance degree in Canada,
and I believe this is a culturally
significant development that affirms the growing strength and
value of musical theatre in our

Sheridan College students
perform while working on their
Bachelor of Applied Arts in
Music Theatre Performance
– the only such program in
Canada. PHOTO: SUPPLIED

the production end.”
Forty-five students are enrolled
in the new program this fall.
Graduates will have a number of
career opportunities with this degree, says Mr. Rubinoff, including
in teaching, arts advocacy, and
cultural and arts policy development. And the opportunities in
musical theatre performance will
be stronger than ever, he adds.
“Sheridan’s graduates seeking
performing careers will continue
to be genuine ‘triple threats’—
skilled singers, dancers and
actors who frequently join major
commercial musicals in Toronto,
Broadway and London.”

SIAST
demonstrating
the power of
a global reach
A growing number of
students earning a diploma
from the Saskatchewan
Institute of Applied Science
and Technology (SIAST) are
doing so from afar. In the
process, SIAST is building relationships that help
Saskatchewan expand its
workforce with qualified immigrants.
SIAST is building on
its success in delivering
education programs to
international students living
abroad. Currently offering its two-year Business
Administration diploma
program at the Ho Chi Minh
City University of Industry in
Vietnam, and in Mauritius,
the college expects to soon
enroll students in this and
other programs in India,
Malaysia and Jordan.
“We have considerable
experience in having other
institutions deliver our programs in rural communities
around the province,” says
David Harvey, director of
business development and
international partnership.
“We’ve extended that internationally.
“Students who graduate from our programs can
apply to come to Saskatchewan to study and work,” says
Mr. Harvey. “We see this as
a key strategy for recruiting
students and new immigrants to the province.”

Small-sized classes for

BIG-SIZED
would hire
97% Employers
a SIAST grad again
97% Grad employment
2,850 Aboriginal students (18%)
750 Program advisors
314 e-Courses

Get to really know your teachers. Get actively
involved in campus life. Get an education made
for the real world in a supportive, close-knit
community. With more than 80 programs and
three friendly campuses, St. Lawrence College
is a great place to bring your career plans to life.

start living your dreams.
dreamit@sl.on.ca, 1-800-463-0752
www.stlawrencecollege.ca
www.facebook.com/
stlawrencecollege.ca
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